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1. Research Aim

This research is based on the results of JURC 2015 and 2016 projects and mainly focused 
on re-checking the aero-elastic behavior of the principal building if there exists an existing 
vibrating interfering building. The main methodology adopted for this research is vibration 
measurement tests in a well simulated boundary layer flow. The square cross section model 
and the tapered model are selected for the principal and the interfering building has 
identical geometric size as the square one. In order to make the interfering building model 
vibrating, a base with changeable rod is designed to exhibit the same structural frequency 
as the principal building model. In order to reduce the disturbance to the turbulence in the 
lower part of both buildings, the height of the base mechanism is limited within 30 mm and 
the width is the same as the width of the square model. 

2. Research Method

The aero-elastic vibration test is conducted in the 18 × 1.8 × 2.2 m boundary layer wind tunnel of 

Wind Engineering Research Center at Tokyo Polytechnic University. A 1/400 scale turbulent flow 

over a sub-urban terrain with a power law index exponent for mean velocity profile of 0.19 is 

simulated with properly equipped spires, saw barriers, and roughness blocks. For the aeroelastic 

vibration test, two rigid base-pivoted aero-elastic models, square and tapered, are manufactured for 

the role of the principal building. The square prism model is 0.07 m in both width (B) and depth (D) 

and 0.56 m in height (H), which make the aspect ratio (H/B) 8. The tapered model is 0.04 m in 

width on the roof-top and 0.10 m in width on the bottom. The height is the same as the square one 

and the aspect ratio (height to the averaged width) is also 8. Both the two principal models are 

manufactured with the same volume in order to have a basic comparison level. The tapered model 

has been proven to efficiently reduce the projected wind force when they are considered in an 

isolated condition (Kim et al., 2014, 2015, 2016). The tapered model in this study is also referred to 

Model IV by Kim et al. (2016). Fundamental modal information of the two principal models is 

listed in Table 1. The fundamental frequencies in along-wind (longitudinal) and across-wind 

(lateral) directions are tuned to 6.0 Hz based on free vibration tests. The damping ratios are kept 
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under or equal to 0.6% in both directions for two models and the generalized masses are about 0.11 

kg. The corresponding mass-damping parameter is determined by  
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where ρ is the air density. M is the generalized mass. ξ is the damping ratio. For the rigid 

base-pivoted aeroelastic model in this study, the mass-damping parameters for three models are in 

the range of 0.2 to 0.3, which is slightly lower than the range of typical full scale high-rise 

buildings (0.4 – 0.6) and can be converted to Scruton numbers of 0.7 to 1.0 based on the linear 

mode shape assumption of its rigid elastic feature. Generally speaking, in this range of lower 

Scruton numbers, the across-wind response of an isolated square prism model will increase 

significantly when the reduced velocity rises to values larger than 9 or 10. Furthermore, from Table 

1, the parameters in these two models are intentionally made the same or similar in order to reduce 

the possible differences in reducing dynamic response not by the shape changes. In real situations, 

the tapered building may be stiffer than the square buildings. The displacement signals of both 

directions are recorded by two laser sensors at the sampling rate of 550 Hz. The sampling length is 

16,384 for one sample record and the ensemble size is 10 in order to obtain a statistical result. 

 

Table 1 Model information for wind tunnel test 

 
  

The interfering building model is made of Basald wood and has the identical size as the square 

prism model. In order to make the interfering model vibrate at the same frequency of the principal 

model, the diameter of the rod is adjusted and free vibration test is carried out. Fig. 1 shows the rod 

inside the wooden surface of the model and the integrated model. The interference locations of 

interest are focused on those considered significant in the surrounding area (Fig. 2). Both the 

principal and interfering models are orientated with one face normal to the wind when both tests are 

carried out. Five location series including the upwind series, the oblique-upwind series, the side 



series, the oblique-downwind series and the downwind series are selected for observing different 

interference mechanisms. 

 

Fig. 1 Geometric size and photos of interfering model 

 

 
Fig. 2 Diagram of interference location series 

 
 
3. Research Result 
 

Interference effects on high-rise buildings with caused by a vibrating neighboring building have 

been examined in this study. For fluctuating response in the across-wind direction, according to the 

current estimation results from experiments, no significant difference between the cases with rigid 

interfering model and those cases with vibrating interfering model. The tendency in each location 

series is similar except for the location series of upwind locations. A slight difference can be found. 

For 1-sec peak acceleration values, the 1-sec averaging acceleration response was calculated from 

second-order differentiation of displacement; however, the distribution in terms of reduced 

velocities show the maximum peak acceleration occur at two frequency humps for the location 

series of oblique-upwind and downwind locations. Fig. 3 – Fig 6 shows both the square and the 

tapered models for fluctuating displacement and 1-sec peak acceleration values. However, due to 

page limitation, only oblique-upwind and downwind location series are plotted. 

 



 
Fig. 3 SQ cases for fluctuating displacement (left: oblique-upwind; right: upwind) 

(RI: rigid interfering model; VI: vibrating interfering model) 

 
Fig. 4 TP cases for fluctuating displacement (left: oblique-upwind; right: upwind) 

 
Fig. 5 SQ cases for 1-sec peak acceleration (left: oblique-upwind; right: upwind) 

 
Fig. 6 TP cases for 1-sec peak acceleration (left: oblique-upwind; right: upwind) 
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6．Abstract (half page) 
 
 
Interference effects on the aero-dynamic and aero-elastic behaviors of a high-rise building 
due to a vibrating neighboring building 
 
Yuan-Lung Lo (Dept. Civil Eng., Tamkang University) 
 
Summary 
 
The main methodology adopted for this research is vibration measurement tests in a well 

simulated boundary layer flow. The square cross section model and the tapered model are 

selected for the principal and the interfering building has identical geometric size as the 

square one. The interfering building model is designed to exhibit the same structural 

frequency as the principal building model. For fluctuating response in the across-wind 

direction, no significant difference between the cases with rigid interfering model and those 

cases with vibrating interfering model. The tendency in each location series is similar 

except for the location series of upwind locations. A slight difference can be found. For 1-sec 

peak acceleration values, the 1-sec averaging acceleration response was calculated from 

second-order differentiation of displacement; however, the distribution in terms of reduced 

velocities show the maximum peak acceleration occur at two frequency humps for the 

location series of oblique-upwind and downwind locations. The following two figures show 

the SQ cases at upwind and oblique-upwind locations. 

 

 
Fig. 1 SQ cases for fluctuating displacement (left: oblique-upwind; right: upwind) 

(RI: rigid interfering model; VI: vibrating interfering model) 

 
Fig. 2 SQ cases for 1-sec peak acceleration (left: oblique-upwind; right: upwind) 

 



 
 
Interference effects on the aero-dynamic and aero-elastic behaviors of a high-rise building 
due to a vibrating neighboring building 
Yuan-Lung Lo (Dept. Civil Eng., Tamkang University) 
Summary (less than 300 words) Figures 
 
The main methodology adopted for this research is 
vibration measurement tests in a well simulated 
boundary layer flow. The square cross section model and 
the tapered model are selected for the principal and the 
interfering building has identical geometric size as the 
square one. The interfering building model is designed to 
exhibit the same structural frequency as the principal 
building model. For fluctuating response in the 
across-wind direction, no significant difference between 
the cases with rigid interfering model and those cases 
with vibrating interfering model. The tendency in each 
location series is similar except for the location series of 
upwind locations. A slight difference can be found. For 
1-sec peak acceleration values, the 1-sec averaging 
acceleration response was calculated from second-order 
differentiation of displacement; however, the distribution 
in terms of reduced velocities show the maximum peak 
acceleration occur at two frequency humps for the 
location series of oblique-upwind and downwind locations. 
The following two figures show the SQ cases at upwind 
and oblique-upwind locations. 
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